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Symbols of the new Free State

In his address to the National Literary 
Society, Dublin in November 1892, Douglas 
Hyde delivered his seminal speech entitled 
‘The Neccessity for De-Anglicising Ireland’. 

This powerful and influential speech lamented  
the extent to which the Irish language, its 
culture and traditions were being overtaken by 
English culture and customs. He had a strong 
vision of what it meant to be Irish whom he 
saw as: 

‘one of the most original, artistic, literary and 
charming peoples’ of Europe,’ 

and he ended his address with an appeal to 
the Irish people to reclaim our culture and 
traditions in order to restore our sense of 
national identity. 

After the signing of the Anglo-Irish Treaty 
in December 1921, reclaiming this rich, 
cultural tradition was at the heart of the newly 
formed Irish Free State or Saorstát Eireann. 
The Provisional Government embarked on a 
campaign to reinforce the nation’s sovereignty 
by decolonising the image of Ireland and 
redesigning everyday objects such as our 
currency, stamps, postboxes and all official 
documents of the state and replacing them 

with designs inspired by our Celtic and 
mythological past. 

In this article I will give a brief history of 
the creation of a new and distinctive Irish 
coinage and notes. I will also include a lesson 
plan specifically centred on the Harp and 
its significance as the central symbol of the 
nascent state. 

Irish Coinage: ‘...the silent ambassadors of 
the State’. 
(W.B Yeats on Irish coinage) 
The design of a new coinage was a subject of 
considerable debate in the early years of the 
Free State. For centuries, Ireland’s currency 
had been illustrated with the heads of kings 
and queens of England. According to Padraic 
Pearse in 1913, he said that these British coins 
symbolised- 

‘the foreign tyranny that holds us. 
A good Irishman should blush every time he 

sees a penny’. 

The Irish Free State set about designing a 
new coinage and notes that would make the 
new currency a reflection of Gaelic culture.  
A committee for coinage was formed in 1926 
and the poet, dramatist and newly created 
Senator W.B.Yeats was appointed Chairman.  A 
number of artists were invited to submit their 

designs and eventually the commission was 
awarded to Percy Metacffe from Yorkshire. 
The Department of Finance, led by Ernest 
Blythe as Minister recommended that the new 
coins should feature Irish domestic animals 
rather than effigies of  historical figures. In the 
end it was decided that the new Irish coinage 
would have farmyard animals representing 
‘the produce of the nation’. These included the 
following: 

Horse - Half crown 
Salmon - Florin 
Bull - Shilling 
Wolfhound - Sixpence 
Hare                 - Threepence 
Hen & Chicks - Penny 
Pig & Piglets - Halfpenny 
Woodcock - Farthing

The initial reaction to the circulation of these 
coins was mixed. Maud Gonne was critical of 

the designs and their creator: 
‘designed by an Englishman, minted in 

England, representative of English values, 
paid for by the Irish people’. 

Others objected to the design and condemned 
them as beastly, pagan or godless! Some 
British politicans objected to the absence of 
the King (who was still Head of State as set 
down in the Articles of Agreement between 
Great Britain and Ireland) and others at home 
thought that the inclusion of a sow and her 
litter as a ‘pig in the parlour’ depiction of 
Ireland which reinforced the stereotype. 

However, the general response was 
favourable and Matcaffe’s designs were to 
grace Irish coinage from 1928 up to 2002 when 
Ireland joined the Euro. It can be said that the 
coins were eventually held in great affection 
by the Irish people - so much so that our Nobel 
Laurate Seamus Heaney wrote the following 
farewell to the Irish coins in 2002:

A Keen for the Coins 
O henny penny! O horsed half-crown! 
O florin salmon! O sixpence hound! 
O woodcock! Piglets! Hare and Bull! 
O mint of field and flood, farewell! 
Be Ireland’s lost ark, gone to ground, 
And where the rainbow ends, be found’. 

The harp: it’s 
royal music for 
some
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A Currency Bill was introduced in March 1927 
where it was proposed that, while designing 
and printing new Irish notes, that the Irish 
Free State currency would be on a par with 
sterling. Joseph Brennan was the Secretary 
of the Department of Finance who advised 
Professor Henry Parker Willis who was invited 
to chair the new Currency Commission. He 
was attached to Columbia University and had 
advised the banking and currency committee 
in the US House of Representatives in 
1912-13. He has been described as one of the 
intellectual founders of the Federal Reserve.
According to the writer Eoin Drea, he was 
chosen to head this committee because ‘he 
was not British, available, willing to act and of 
sound international standing’. 

The Irish Painter Sir John Lavery was chosen 
to design the new notes and he painted his 
wife, Hazel as Kathleen Ní Houlihan on one 
side and had the theme of the rivers of Ireland 
on the reverse side. The watermark was ‘The 
Head of Erin’, which was a representation of 
a sculptor taken from the Custom House in 
Dublin. 

Notes were produced for the following 
amounts- 10/-, £1, £5, £10, £20,  £50, £100. 

A permenant exhibition is on display in the 
National Museum, Collins’s Barracks entitled 
‘Airgead’ which explores 1000 years of Irish 
coins and currency. 

The Harp – Emblem of Ireland 
The Harp was adopted as the official symbol 
of Saorstát Eireann in 1922 and has graced 
all official documents from State papers to 
the Irish passport ever since.It is a symbol of 
Irishness that resonates around the world and 
it has been synonymous with Irish customs 
and traditions going back centuries. The 
earliest records contain many examples of the 
role of the harpist who held a special place of 
privilige in the entourage of Gaelic Chieftains. 
History teachers will be familiar with the 
woodcut by John Derrick of his ‘Image of 

Ireland’ (1581 ) which is an illustration of a 
harpist performing for the local chieftain and 
his guests at an Irish feast. Henry VIII was the 
first English monarch to place a harp on the 
Irish currency but made his authority clear 
by placing a crown on top. During the 1641 
Rebellion Eoghan Rua O’Neill carried a flag 
with a harp placed on a green background.The 
United Irishmen of 1798 embellished their flag 
with a harp but added the slogan: 

‘It is now strung and shall be heard’. 
Robert Emmet used the same flag and 

included the motto: 
‘Erin go Bragh’ 
and the Fenians used a flag with a golden 

harp on a green background in 1867. 

LESSON PLAN: 
‘The Free State Harp’ - 13May 1922. 

 Source: Eire Óg - Young Ireland 
(Editor- Arthur Griffith) 

Ireland has often been portrayed in paintings 
and drawings as a beautiful woman placed 
alongside a harp or surrounded by romantic 
images from Celtic mythology. In this cartoon 
Arthur Griffith, the editor of ‘Eire Óg’ chose 
to place this large drawing on the front page 
of his publication to persuade his readers 
to support the terms of the Treaty that had 
been negotiated five months earlier. A critical 
study of this image provides students with 
the opportunity to explore the strengths and 
weaknesses of the terms of the Treaty. While 
the harp is incomplete and has some broken 
strings, it is still able to play its tune in spite of 
its limitations. In deconstructing the image, 
students can be made aware of the craft and 
method of the cartoonist and the message 
he is trying to convey. All cartoons have a 
bias and this ‘Free State Harpist’ is a classic 
example of propaganda printed by one of the 
chief negotiators and architects of the Treaty, 
exercising his editorial perogative! 

The Cartoon in detail: 
A class could begin by analysing the following 
elements of the cartoon. 

1. The Harpist. 
Who is this young woman? 
How would you describe her facial expression? 
Examine her clothes and shoes. What do these 
tell us about her? 

2. The Harp. 
Is the harp in perfect condition? Explain your 
answer. 
Are there any symbols on the harp that 
re-inforces its Irishness? 
Can you find a reference to Dublin Castle in 
the drawing? 
Who is ‘playing the tune’? To what extent is 
the harpist in control of the harp? 
To what extent is the tune being played 
‘Political’? 

3. The Notes and Lyrics of the Melody. 
In what way are the Lyrics ‘Finance, Army, 
Education, Land, Industry, Trade’ linked to the 
Treaty? 

4. The Caption. 
What do you think the Harpist means by her 
reference to the harp being silent for seven 
hundred years? 

This is a good exercise in seeing the Treaty 
as incomplete, just as the harp is missing 
some strings.This could be interpreted as a 
reflection of Collins’s remarks when he said 
that the Treaty was ‘a stepping stone’ to a 
Republic and gave Ireland ‘the freedom to 
achieve freedom.’ The harp is still able to play 
a melody that ‘sings’ out areas of political, 
economic and social life that are now under 
the control of the harpist herself (ie. Ireland). 
Griffith’s publication ‘Eire Óg’ allows the 
student to examine an event through the 
lens of the time and to appreciate how it was 
perceived at the time from a particular point 
of view. It also reinforces the importance 
of Gaelic imagery and symbolism that was 
so prevelant in the early years of  Saorstát 
Eireann. 
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